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The purpose of this work is to illustrate an extremely rare linguistic feature, namely the overt present of 
a root complementizer in assertive/indicative (i.e. unmarked) matrix clauses, of the Sogdian language, 
an Eastern Middle Iranian Language once spoken in a region located in the valley of rivers Zaravshan 
and Kashkadarya (roughly corresponding to the territory of modern day Uzbekistan and Tajikistan).
This linguistic fact is very interesting because it represents an overt evidence of the principle of endo-
centricity inferred in the Generative tradition since the early 80s.
In comparative perspective, this uncommon feature of the Sogdian language may be associated to 
the mechanism of para-hypotaxis, previously studied in many different Romance languages (e.g. Old 
French, Old Italian, Old Catalan) and recently discovered in other genetically unrelated languages (e.g. 
Swahili, Zamucoan languages).

Ludovico Franco, Università degli Studi di Firenze, Italia, franco.ludovico@gmail.com

It is a trivial observation that root clauses with neutral speech act values, i.e. in the in-
dicative/assertive mood, normally display no overt complementizers. Nevertheless, when 
matrix clauses “serve to express questions, commands, exclamations or wishes, complemen-
tizers surface in a large number of languages” (K  & O   U  1994: 7). Thus, 
it seems reasonable to suppose that the markedness of (non-neutral) root clauses can trigger 
the overt phonological realization of the head of the CP. Below in (1) you can see four exam-
ples of overt realization of the complementizer with interrogative forms (yes/no questions).2 
(1a) Che la mangia la bimba la zuppa? Tuscan Italian

. .3 . eat.3 .  the girl the soup
‘Does the child eat soup?’

1  I wish to thank Luigi Rizzi and Rita Manzini for comments on the ideas developed in this paper. Many 
thanks to an anonymous reviewer for useful comments and suggestions which helped to improve this work. All 
errors are mine.

2  H  & K  (2005: 56–58) consider this linguistic fact as the expression of a pathway of grammati-
calization across conceptual domains, namely from complementizer to polar question marker. Indeed, cross-lin-
guistically, there seems to be a path by which the use of a complementizers (especially those introducing indirect 
questions e.g. ‘if,’ ‘whether’) is extended to mark also yes/no questions. 
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(1b) Que vols més patates? Catalan
want.2 .  more potatoes

‘Do you want more potatoes?’ (H  1992: 2)

(1c) Vai viņ-š jau (ir) at-nāc-is? Latvian
he- . already .3 . here-come. . . .

‘Has he come here already?’ (S  1991: 67) 

(1d) Aya in gorbe-ye šoma-st? Persian
comp this cat- you-is
‘Is this your cat?’ (M  1997: 9)

In the classic generative tradition, authors have inferred the presence of a (covert/null) 
complementizer head in (every) root clause by describing it as the landing site of head-
movement (cf. T  1984; C  1995; R  2000; M  2006 among 
many others). A well-known example is given by structures containing wh-pronouns and 
other fronted constituents (e.g. modals) as shown in (2).

(2a) What can you drink?

(2b) [CP whati [C canj [TP you tj [VP drink ti]]]]

Current researches in the minimalist framework, enhance the mechanism of feature 
strength as forcing or prohibiting the movement of an element to the C head (cf. A  
2003 and R  2004 among others) or argue from that-trace effects for the need of 
linking T to C head-movement with abstract Case in syntax (cf. P  & T  2001; 
B  2003; G  2010). In the work that started the minimalist framework, C -

’s (1995: 294) original proposal was that the C-head of matrix clauses is an affi x. How-
ever, the difference between embedded (usually morphologically realized) and root CP (as 
said above usually null/covert) is quite diffi cult to capture along this line of reasoning.

It is relevant to say here that many recent works have questioned the existence of head 
movement in syntax, admitting only one type of movement (the phrasal one) and reanalyzing 
the head-type as an instance of remnant movement (cf. among others K  & S  
2000; N  2003; K  2004; C  2005, 2010).3 Also, it is worth noticing here that 
R  (1997) has proposed very infl uential arguments for the decomposition of the comple-
mentizer phrase in a layered fi eld with (at least) two poles, respectively Force, the higher 
one which is the interface to the higher context (e.g. the discourse, enhancing a window 
between syntax and pragmatic) and Finiteness, the lower one, which hosts non-fi nite Com-
plementizers (like for examples Italian di, or English for) and acts as an interface to the 
propositional IP/TP.

Independently from the fi ne-grained (and competing) hypotheses roughly sketched 
above, crucial for the present work is the fact that a key point of the generative tradition 

3  Remnant movement can be defi ned as the movement of an XP α from which extraction of β has taken 
place earlier in the derivation (cf. e.g. M  1998) as shown in (i):

 (i) [_β2 ... t1 ... ] ... [ ... α1 ... [ ... t2 ... ]]
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(starting at least from the Government and Binding paradigm of research in the 1980s, 
cf. C  1981 and R  1976, 1981) is the principle of endocentricity (namely, the 
generalization that phrases must have an overt or covert head).4 

Hence, the existence of a language overtly realizing the complementizer head in an 
unmarked matrix clause could be seen as an empirical validation of an almost universal 
postulation (inferred e.g. by movement in generative syntax) of contemporary linguistic 
analysis. 

Such a language, to my knowledge, has still not been clearly reported in the literature5 
and the scope of this paper is precisely to describe some noteworthy syntactic aspect of 
Sogdian, a Middle Eastern Iranian language, in which a complementizer was realized in root 
clauses with “greater than chance frequency”.6

The paper is organized as follows. First, I will introduce the features of Sogdian rel-
evant for the present discussion. Second, I will show that Sogdian used the same item for 
marking complementation / subordination and coordination and I will discuss this fact 
in cross-linguistic perspective. Third, I will describe the linguistic mechanism of para-
hypotaxis, showing that, a related device can be, in principle, at work in Sogdian. The 
conclusion follows.

4  This principle is not exclusive of orthodox Generative Grammar and is accepted by other competing 
theories such as, for instance Word Grammar (H  1984), with possibly the sole exception of the Role and 
Reference Grammar paradigm (see V  V  & L P  1997).

5  Not uncontroversial claims for the existence of “declarative complementizers” have been already made 
in the literature. In previous work, L  (1999) focussed on the pivotal role of the ‘assertive’ C node 
in Somali at the interface levels, as point of contact between clause and discourse. Lecarme examined the 
distribution of the elements that are stardardly described as focus markers (the particles baa/waa) in Somali, 
showing that their distribution cannot be (fully) accounted for in barely functional terms. This fact is taken 
as evidence that these particles are not discourse markers at all and thus she argued that the “focus mark-
ers” of Somali are overt ‘root’ complementizers. M  (2003: 1149) has shown that in Egyptian Arabic 
there is a pragmatic constraint (i.e. a marked context) that determines the presence of over complementiz-
ers in matrix clauses. In Egyptian Arabic overt complementizers such as huwwa ‘he’ and da ‘that’ are usu-
ally unacceptable except for ‘focus structures’ in which a speaker emphasizes the novelty of the information 
provided in the sentence and in metalinguistic negation, which is a specialized use of the negative operator 
where it functions as a device for registering an objection to a preceding utterance on any grounds other than 
its truth-conditional content (cf. H  1985). E  (2010) shows that matrix clauses in Iberian Span-
ish optionally include a root complementizer (que). The presence of the complementizer adds a reportative 
component to the meaning of these clauses and the author analyzes these contexts as instances of (marked) 
quotative constructions. Finally the language in which the more unambiguous root-complementizer (qu’; 
que) seems to be attested is Gascon, spoken in southwestern France, where a second position (Wackerna-
gel-like) particle usually follows the subject in the indicative mood and thus seems to instantiate indica-
tive complementizer in root clauses (cf. H  1977; C  1992). Consider the example below in (i):

(i) lo Napoleon qu’ a  hèit hòrt un bon ahar ad aqueth temps
the N. has made strong a  good affair at that time
‘at that time Napoleon has made a pretty good deal’ (P  2000: 189)

 However this marker has been analysed as a (modal) particle signalling assertivity/evidentiality by some scholars 
(see e.g. F  1985; P  2000, 2003).

6  Just to give an example, 90% ca. of the root clauses in the Sogdian Ancient Letter V are introduced by 
a ‘matrix complementizer’ (cf. G  et al. 1998: 92–93).
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UBIQUITOUS COMPLEMENTIZERS IN SOGDIAN: AN OVERVIEW

The Sogdian language was an Eastern Middle Iranian SOV language spoken in the 
region of Sogdiana7, currently located between Southern Uzbekistan and Western Tajiki-
stan (see G  1954 and H  1976 for detailed grammatical descriptions of 
Sogdian).8

Here, I will investigate a notable feature of Sogdian grammar, namely the presence in 
every clause (roots and subordinates) of an enclitic (or rarely free standing) complemen-
tizer (əti, -ti), encoded in a Wackernagel-like second position, to which other enclitics can 
be added (cf. S -W  1989; Q  1996: 312; Y  2002, 2005; Y  
2009: 314–315).9 Y  (2009) was the fi rst to identify əti, -ti as a ‘universal’ comple-
mentizer but he did not further explore the theoretical and typological implications of such 
very uncommon feature.10 Consider the examples below in (3a, b). The same particle ap-
pears in second position both in the indicative (3a) and the interrogative (3b) sentence. The 
standard second position of əti/-ti in Sogdian seems to reveal that a root complementizer 
needs obligatory fi lled specifi ers to be phonologically realized (cf. the similar behaviour of 
Gascon described in fn. 5). Note that in (3a) the same particle signals the adverbial clause 
expressing cause acting as a subordinator.

(3a) čan šē satu əfsānx zāy əti āγatim paraw mā0-əti wānō patīγōš
from 3 100 mile land COMP came1 . because- thus hear.1 .
‘I have come from the place 300 miles far (from here), because 1 heard thus…’ 
 (Y  2009: 320)

(3b) xa əspiyi-ti kutsār wāčām
the horses- where I.send
‘Where shall I send the horses?’  (Y  2009: 317)

Hence, we may assume a tendency toward a structure roughly as the one represented 
below in (4) for matrix clauses in Sogdian. 

(4) [fi lled SpecCP [ C əti/-ti [ TP [ VP ] ] ] ]

7  Sogdians were Iranian in language and culture even if many features of their history and practice still 
remain mysterious (B  1929; M K  1976; S -W  1985; G  & S -W  1987; 
S -W  1989; Y  2009). The presence of such a population has been recognized for a long time, by 
virtue of Chinese sources (cf. C  2002). But it was only at the beginning of the 20th century that Euro-
pean archeologists recovered a relatively large number of documents written in the Sogdian language in Chinese 
Turkestan (the Xinjiang Uighur province). Then, soviet archeologists discovered many other documents in proper 
Sogdiana and new inscriptions were found along the Silk Road (C  2002).

8  The Sogdian language was fi rst documented around the 4th century AD and was attested until the 13th 
century (Y  2006: 82, 2009: 329). Scholars argue that Sogdian dialects directly linked to ancient Sogdian 
are still spoken along the Yaghnobi River, in Tajikistan (cf. S -W  1982: 69–70, Y  2009: 327).

9  The presence of a subordinating particle after the fi rst syntactic unit is fairly consistent. As shown in 
H  (1976: 281) with a set of relevant examples it appears: a) after a verb in the imperative; b) after a prepo-
sitional phrase; c) after an initial personal pronoun or after an initial personal pronoun preceded by a vocative 
marker; d) after negating, adverbial, interrogative or conditional particles; e) (less frequently) after nouns and 
adjectives.

10  Notice that possibly a similar behaviour can be assumed for Sogdian’s cognate language Bactrian (cf. 
Y  2005).
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This fact is particularly interesting because many works in the Generative tradition 
since C  & L  (1977) have assumed a Doubly-Filled-Complementizer Filter of 
the type *[CP WH that].11 Thus, in current terms complementizer deletion must obtain to 
satisfy this fi lter. In Sogdian C deletion clearly does not apply. Notice however that Sogdian 
Wackernagel-like complementizer is not without exceptions, especially for what concerns 
dependent clauses.12

Commonly, the overt specifi er position of the Wackernagel-like complementizer of Sog-
dian matrix clauses is fi lled by the adverb (ə)r- (meaning ‘also’, see Y  2009: 314), 
giving rise to the compound (ə)r-ti in the CP. Consider the examples below:

(5a) r-ti paδka xači əti əxu zātē əwən əptre anδēk
also- law is the son the. - father. - manner
δāre
have.3 .
‘it is customary that a son should possess his father’s manner’

(Y  2009: 307)

(5b) ər-ti sāt wispu ark γərβām
also- whole all work know1sg.prs
‘I know every kind of work’ (Y  2009: 308)

Note again that in (5a) əti is also used as a marker of subordination (in a cleft structure), 
so that the matrix clause appears to be ‘sandwiched’ between two (identic) complementizers.

Interestingly the Sogdian root complementizers are overtly realized independently of 
the voice (and the position of the verb in the clause) and tense/aspect markers involved, as 
shown in (6).

(6a) r-ti xa zāy zpart kira
also- the ground pure was.made
‘the ground was made clean’. Passive – verb fi nal  (H  1976: 162)

(6b) r-ti kira aβd wārik ēw zēn-γōδ
also- was.made seven lambskin one saddlecloath
‘one saddlecloath was made from seven lambskins’. Passive – ‘raised’ verb 
 (H  1976: 162)

(6c) r-ti xu nawē nγiγōδan pat[ī]menč 
also- he new garment wear.3 .
‘he wore a new garment’. Imperfect  (Y  2009: 308) 

11  Nevertheless, very many countexamples are known (also) from Germanic (e.g. Bavarian, B  1984 or 
West Flemish, H  1992) or Romance languages (e.g. North Italian dialects, see B  2001 and refer-
ences cited there, among many others). Consider also B  (2010) for a recent proposal concerning this point 
(namely, against the existence of doubly fi lled complementizers due to a far more layered structure in the C fi eld).

12  For instance, in Sogdian, purpose clauses are linked to the matrix clause by the complementizer əti with-
out any other particle/word preceding it (see H  1976, ch. 4). See also Y  (2005: 211, 216) for 
a schematic representation of əti distribution. Further notice that a quasi Wackernagel position for clitics, which 
optionally can fl oat within clauses, seems to be an ubiquitous feature in present day Eastern Iranian languages 
(E  2010). For a formal treatment of the Wackernagel law, perfectly fi tting Sogdian data see A  et al. 
(2010).
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(6d) pār-ti-šī xu wīnā žani frāmātδāre
but/for- -him the lute to.play order.2 .
‘but you ordered him to play the lute’. Preterite  (Y  2009: 315)

(6e) rti əču wānō zārī rāy-e-əskun
also- why thus miserably cry2 . -
‘why are you crying so sorrowfully?’ Progressive  (Y  2009: 308)

Interestingly, also imperative and negative forms can display the overt root complemen-
tizer. Consider the examples in (7).
(7a) əti xēp0 βrāt par žəγma nā ōzām

own brother on lie condemn.2 .
‘do not condemn your brother with lies’. Imperative  (Y  2009: 311)

(7b) r-ti-βi nē δūrī zāy šaw-t
also- - not far land go.3 .
‘he did not go far’. Negative  (H  1976: 204)

Specifi cally, the fact that complementizers are present together with imperative is quite 
interesting because many contemporary accounts of imperatives involve the C head or the 
CP fi eld (see e.g. H  2000; Z  2008; cf. also M  & S  2008 for an alter-
native implementation). Sogdian data seem to go against such views (the C slot is fi lled) or, 
alternatively, support a layered C fi eld à la R  (1997) (contra a unitary CP).13

Another interesting fact is that a particle of the same form of the root one is obligatorily 
found in Sogdian relative clauses, in which relative pronouns (delimiting clausal edges) 
are invariantly followed by an overt complementizer: relative pronouns normally com-
bine with the complementizer əti, -ti, leading to compound sequences such as kē əti, kē-ti 
“who, which” ču əti, ču-ti “which,” ku əti “where,” čānō əti “how” (S -W  1989; 
S  2007). See the examples below in (8), retrieved from Classical Sogdian and taken 
from Y  2009: 318, cf. also F  2012).14

(8a) …ōnō martī wiru kunāt ke-ti-šī xwati rēžāt
that man husband make.3 . - -her herself please.3 .
‘she shall make that man her husband who might be pleasing to her’

(8b) …əwən šē ratne… əkya-ət-mī sāče xu pāš pāt
the three jewel… - -me be-fi tting.3 . . the honour observe.

‘three jewels … to which it may be fi tting for me to pay honour’

(8c) …xānd āfrītēt ōtākt … ku-əti waδēδ mēnand xa roxšnda βaγīšt
those blessed places … where( )- there stay.3 the light gods
‘those blessed places where the light gods are staying’

The pervasiveness of the feature under consideration and the fact the root complemen-
13  Nevertheless, regarding this point, Sogdian (which notably allow an imperative verb to precede the Wack-

ernagel complementizer; cf. H  1976) can give only hints, due to impossibility of eliciting fi ne-grained 
grammatical ‘live’ judgements (e.g. topic licensing, wh-extraction, optionality of constructions, etc.).

14  Interestingly Sogdian relative clauses, as shown in (8), are invariantly signalled by a cataphoric demon-
strative pronoun (e.g ōnō) in initial position in the matrix clause (P  1997).
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tizer is identic with the subordinate complementizer lead us to reject the possibility that 
əti, -ti may be a (mere) marker of illocutionary force. Furthermore, from a diachronic point 
of view, the overt root complementizer is present in every stage of the Sogdian language, 
starting from the oldest extant Sogdian texts, the so-called Ancient Letters and being ubiqui-
tously present in Buddhist, Manichaean and (late) Christian texts.15 Consider the examples 
below (adapted from W  2011, in which complete references to the documents and 
to the sources are provided).

(9a) ˀḤR-ZY xwtˀynβ ˀst 8 srδ ˀYK-ZY=m pryšt cntry sˀr 
also- sirs be.3 8 year - -me send. - inside to
sˀγrˀk ˀPZY prnˀˀγt
Saghrak and Farn-āghat
‘And, sirs, it is eight years since I sent Saghrak and Farn-āghat inside’16

(Ancient Letter II, 31-32; S -W  2001: 271)

(9b) ˀzw ZY tˀβˀkH sˀr mzˀyx ˀrn ZY γwˀnH ˀkrtw δˀrˀm
I you. towards great fault sin make. - have.1
‘I have committed great faults and sin(s) against you’

(Vessantara Jātaka 1452, [Buddhist text] B  1946: 83)

(9c) r-ti ˀˀγšδˀrt ˀkw ˀBYw sˀr ZKn krn kˀt zˀky γzˀt
also- began to father to the. - deaf dumb boy slander
‘and she began to slander the deaf-dumb boy to his father’

(KG 2, 20, [Manichean text] S -W  1990: 284)

(9d) ˀt pw dbn žwˀdˀrt cˀfyd pstnˀ byrdˀrt
without fear    live. .3 . in.as.much respite fi nd. . 3 .

‘And has lived without fear, in as much as he has found respite!’ 
(manuscript C2, 51 r 26-27, [Christian Text] S -W  1985: 91)

COORDINATORS, SUBORDINATORS AND ROOT COMPLEMENTIZERS

Very interestingly, the Sogdian particle ti/əti (cf. Y  2005: 201) functions also 
as a subordinating particle as shown in the examples in (8) above, and as a coordinating item 
(both at phrasal and clausal level), as shown in (9a). Consider the example reported below 
in (10) where we may observe again the presence of the same marker employed as a root 
complementizer and as a coordinating linker at the phrasal level.

(10) r-ti ō barāman xwart əti čašant xwer
also- the. Brahmin food and drink feed.IMPF.3s
‘he made the Brahmin eat (fed him with) food and drink’  (Y  2009: 303)

15  Notice however that the typological rarum represented by the over matrix complementizer tended to 
disappear in late (Christian) Sogdian manuscripts in which, when present, it was expressed often by the contract 
form ’t (see Y  2009; Y  2005: 216).

16  Cf. Y  2005 for a description of the path that had lead from the Aramaic to the Sogdian hetero-
gram ZY (corresponding to the complementizer as illustrated in the previous examples; for an concise introduc-
tion to Sogdian script(s) see G  1995: xxvii–xxix).
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It is also worth noticing that – like the subordinator in the relative clauses introduced in (8) 
– the coordinating linker is used in ‘compound’ forms (cf. S -W  1989: 191) to express 
adversative coordination as in example (6b) above and disjunction as shown below in (11).

(11) ču-ti xa zākt taδēδ aγatant katār-əti ne
whether- the children there came or- not
‘Have the children arrived to you or not?’  (Y  2009: 317)

The identity of what Y  (2005) calls the ‘demarcational’ ti/əti in root clauses, 
the standard subordinating complementizer and the ‘and’ conjunction is a very intriguing 
feature.

Subordinators are often contrasted with coordinators, but albeit this distinction works 
quite well with widely studied languages (e.g. Germanic, Slavic or Romance), it becomes 
more problematic from a typological point of view. For instance, in so-called clause-chain-
ing languages (e.g. Papuan and Amerindian), adverbial subordinators seem to overlap with 
coordinators as shown in L  (2007: 364, 375ff; cf. also N  2010: 97, 
H  2004). But, the lack of clear distinction between subordinators and coordinat-
ing linkers is quite widespread elsewhere. Just to give an example, consider the data below 
from Fongbe, a Kwa language spoken in Benin.

(10a) Kɔ̀kú wá bɔ̀ Àsíbá yì
Koku arrive Asiba leave
‘Koku arrived and-then Asiba left’  (L  2004: 125)

(10b) Kɔ̀kú kò yì có bɔ̀ à (ná) wá
Koku leave before 2sg . arrive
‘Koku had left before you arrived’  (L  2004: 132)

Furthermore, C  & J  (1997) has shown that there are many instanc-
es of coordination-subordination mismatches even in very well studied languages (cf. also 
Y  et al. 2002). So according to them, ‘left constituent-subordinating’ and-constructions 
in English as in (11) should be asymmetrically characterized in the realm of syntax vs. se-
mantics, being coordinate in the former, and subordinate in the latter. In other words, the 
conjunction in (11) should be interpreted like the conditional subordinator in (12).

(11) You drink one more can of beer and I’m leaving.
(12) If you drink one more can of beer I leave.

The facts roughly sketched in the present section allow us to introduce the proposal of 
a fairly consistent para-hypotactic strategy employed by Sogdian at clausal level.

PARA-HYPOTAXIS IN SOGDIAN?

The name para-hypotaxis has been fi rst employed by S  (1929) to designate 
sentences of the type [  – dependent clause –  – matrix clause], namely with a pro-
leptic dependent clause, and the main clause preceded by a coordinator. The term is still 
widely employed by Romance linguists (see B  & C  2012; M  2002; 
D  C  2010). Para-hypotaxis was widespead in Romance (e.g. Old French, Old Italian, 
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Old Catalan, Old Occitan, etc.) until the XV century. Examples of Romance para-hypotactic 
structures (taken from B  & C  2012: 90) are reported below in (13).

(13a) E si venoi-lh Frances, que vulhan asautar, e nos ab
and if come.3 French who want.3 assault and we with 
las balestas es far-em tot-z nafrar
the arbalests them do- .3 all- wound.INF
‘And if the French people come and want to assault us, we shall wound them 
with the arbalests’ 
Old Occitan (Chanson de la croisade albigeoise, Bartsch-Koschwitz, Chres-
tomathie Provençale, 1904: 203)

(13b) S’ io dissi il falso, e tu falsasti il conio
If I say.1 . the false and you alter-2 . the minting.die
‘If I said something false, you (did worse, for you) altered the minting die’
Old Italian (Dante Alighieri, Commedia, Inf., 30.115)

This kind of structures has been interpreted as an areal (i.e. Old Romance) and archaic 
feature. Contemporary research has however shown extensive use of para-hypotactic con-
structions in modern languages (B  & C  2012: 91). For instance, R  
(2001) has shown that these constructions are present in Swahili and B  & C  
(2012) have convincingly shown that para-hypotaxis is a pervasive feature in the present 
day Zamucoan languages, spoken in Paraguay and Bolivia. Consider the examples below:

(14a) Mtu ye yote akitaka kunifuata na ajikane mwenyewe
man all if 3 .want 1 .follow and 3 .deny. 3sg.

 ‘Should anyone want to follow me, he should renounce to himself’
Swahili (R  2001, ex. [38], taken from B  & C  2012: fn. 3)

(14b) Uje ye t-uu_leeych, ich ese aahn-t s-erz yoo
1 -fi ght . evil_spirit- 3-win 1sg

‘When/if I don’t fi ght, that evil spirit will defeat me’ 
Chamacoco, Zamucoan [C , fi eld-work], taken from B  & C -

 2012: 98)
A para-hypotactic strategy must defi nitely be assumed for Sogdian. A subordinate 

clause that states a logical/temporal dependency usually precede the root clause, and is 
typically marked by conjunctions such as kaδ ‘if’, čānō ‘when, since’, mant ‘when, while, 
until’, kū parm ‘as long as, until’, etc. (H  1976: 216; Y  2009: 319). Crucially, 
both subordinate and matrix clauses are ‘signalled’ (i.e. in the fi rst stages of the language, 
documented in the Ancient Letters, cf. G  1995: xix) by the ‘compound conjunction’ 
r-ti (glossed elsewhere with ‘also- ’, glossed below with ‘and’ for brevity). To our 
knowledge para-hypotaxis has not been previously associated with Sogdian. Consider the 
examples below:

(15a) [[rti-šu kaδ nē waγtu-δāre] rti-šu yōnēδ na wāč]
and-him if not send- .2 and-him immediately not send.2 .
‘if you have not sent him, do not send him immediately’ 

(adapted from Y  2009: 319)
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(15b) [[rti čānō əxu suδāšn waγtu-wan-a] rti əxu barāman žγart manxaz]
and when the S. said- and the brahmin quickly rose-  
‘when/after Sudhashn had said (it) the brahmin got up quickly’

(adapted from Y  2009: 302)

(15c) [[rti-šu kū parm nē tōžān] rti-šu… paru wartu δārām-kām]
and-it      as.long.as not pay.1 . and-it… on interest have.1 .
‘until I pay it (= as long as I do not pay it), I shall owe (lit. “have”) it with inter-
est’  (adapted from Y  2009: 319)

The notable fact of Sogdian is that the particle r-ti traditionally assumed as a marker of 
both coordination and subordination, appears in both the main and the subordinate clause. 
This case is particularly interesting from a theoretical viewpoint because it represent an 
evidence to recent generative approaches to para-hypotaxis, which assume that the ‘co-
ordinator’ in the matrix clause of such constructions is actually a particle hosted in the 
(layered fi eld of) the complementizer (see B  2001; P  2006).17 If such an ap-
proach is on the right track, we have further evidence for a root complementizer status of 
‘demarcational’ əti, -ti. Sogdian – like many other languages – underspecifi es (and/or as-
sembles compositionally,18 see the previous paragraphs) subordination and coordination in 
many constructions.19 Hence, in Sogdian we have situations (previously undescribed in the 
literature, to my knowledge) in which a proleptic dependent clause and the root clause are 
introduced by the same item. 

CONCLUSION

In this (mainly descriptive) paper we have illustrated a very rare feature of the Sogdian 
language, namely the presence of a ubiquitous complementizer particle in the root clause. 
This fact is quite important because it provides empirical evidence for the principle of endo-
centricity, a hallmark in the generative approach to language. We have shown that Sogdian 
underspecifi es between coordination and subordination and we have shown that this lin-
guistic fact is not uncommon from a typological perspective. Finally, we have seen that the 
mechanisms of para-hypotaxis may be at work is the Sogdian language. This mechanism, 
from a theoretical viewpoint (cf. P  2006), may be seen as an evidence for the com-
plementizer status of the particle əti, -ti in the matrix clauses. If we are on the right track, 
we have found that at least one Iranian language in which para-hypotaxis was at work. In 
future research we will try to see if this interesting syntactic phenomenon is present and/or 
has been explored in other Indo-Iranian languages. 

17  Specifi cally, P  (2006: 232) argues that Italian e (and) conjunction in paratactic constructions is 
actually a topic marker in the layered CP and proposes a structure such the one represented below:

 (i) [TopicP (Null) Top [Topic° e [TopicP [CP ]]]]

18  Compound ‘complementizers’ are quite common cross-linguistically. Just to give two examples consider 
the Persian agar ke (if), and the Italian perché (because), where, respectively, ke and che are the ‘bare’ comple-
mentizers, used to introduce e.g. complement clauses.

19  Consider Y  2005 for a complete taxonomy that shows also the contexts in which Sogdian 
seems to discriminate among subordination and coordination; cf. also fn. 9.
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